
Advanced Placement Literature and Composition

                             “Smart is NOT something you ARE; smart is something you DO”

Teacher Contact Information: 

LeAnn Richards

Room: 524

LRichards@PointeSchools.org

Welcome to Advanced Placement English Literature and Composition. By choosing an AP 
course, you have signaled your willingness to move at a rapid pace and to engage in thoughtful 
analysis of imaginative literature. 

Students in AP Literature and Composition practice writing essays to a prompt as well as reading 
selections and answering multiple-choice questions in the manner required by the AP exam. 
Student who do the work ( not relying on SparkNotes.com or other electronic recourses or other 
students’ answers) will leave this course with enhanced reading and critical thinking skills, 
improved writing skills, and an enriched vocabulary. 

Course Description: 

The AP Literature and Composition course is designed to engage students in the careful reading 
and critical analysis of imaginative literature. Through the close reading of selected texts, 
students will expand upon their understanding of the way writers use language to provide both 
meaning and pleasure for their readers. Students enrolled in this course will take the AP 
Literature and Composition exam in May. While this course is designed to prepare students for 
the AP exam, the skills that students acquire will prepare them for future academic endeavors. 

Course Philosophy: 
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As an AP course, this is rigorous college-level course. The reading is often challenging; the 
writing is frequent and requires an independent mind. We will function as a community of 
learners. If you are committed to the work as well as to listening and learning from each other, 
this class will ultimately become one in which we are all teachers and students. Each member of 
the class will have a voice. We will learn from each other, read our writing aloud, work 
collaboratively on revisions, and share our thoughts, ideas, and observations with one another. 

Assignments:  Readings may include, but are not limited to:

 Othello The Poisonwood Bible,  Things Fall Apart,  Heart of Darkness,  Their Eyes Were 
Watching God,   Death of a Salesman,   The Awakening,  House on Mango Street  

Besides these titles, students will choose their own reading material on occasions and I will 
provide suggestions for literary circles. Then many, many, many, short stories and poetry. Please 
Note: This is a college-level course and material may contain mature content and themes. Please 
check the reading list and if you have any objections to the materials on the list, you may wish to 
change courses. 

Please wait for me to tell you which books to buy. We will discuss this in the upcoming  weeks. 
If buying the reading materials for this class presents a financial difficulty, notify the teacher in a 
timely fashion so arrangements can be made to secure a copy of the text. It is vital that all 
students have a copy of the text. It is not possible to pass the course without reading the texts. 
Please do not purchase the novels or plays until instructed to do so, as the list may change. 

Students are required to have a physical, paper copy of all titles. How we use the texts for 
AP Literature required a “real” book. No, I am not anti-e-books etc. I have two iPads, and 
iPhone, and a Kindle. I love reading on my Kindle AP. I read my mind-candy on it 
frequently; however, when I am studying a book like a scholar of literature, I use the old-
fashioned, paper copy!!!!! This is not OPTIONAL!

Students will have the opportunity to experiment with various types of expression. Students 
should expect to be both reading and writing with great frequency. Other types of assignments 



include but are not limited to, discussions, projects, group presentations etc. It is through the 
completion of class assignments that students gain the necessary skills to pass the AP exam and 
to succeed in future English and composition courses. 

This course is dependent upon your keeping up with the rigorous reading and being prepared 
each day for discussion. Without adequate preparation you not only hinder the achievement of 
the class, but your own individual acquisition of knowledge. 

Course Objectives: You will receive a detailed copy of Goals and Objectives

• To explore possible definitions of the “moral imagination” as it is evidenced in literature from diverse 
cultures and times. 

• To develop independent thought through avid, critical inquiry and to enhance writing skills through 
frequent, challenging assignments

• To create a highly committed, focused and collaborative community of learners

Grading Policy: 

Grades for this course are based upon a total point system.  Each assignment will be worth an 
assigned point value. The total points are calculated at the end of each quarter. The semester 
grade is the total of both quarters including the final semester exams. Final exams are 10% of 
your semester grade.  It is important that you make sure that you are aware of your grades at all 
times. Parents, after you have checked Schoolmaster, feel free to email me for specific 
clarification regarding your students’ progress.  Please see student handbook for the AP 
percentage scale. 

Participation
Much of what we learn in English comes from class discussion and interactions with those 
around us.  You will find that many new ideas and inspirations for your writings will come from 
our class discussions. As you are reading the required novels, plays, or poems, be thinking of 
comments or questions that you can bring to class. WE NEED TO DISCUSS LITERATURE!!! 
THIS IS THE POINT OF THE CLASS. NEVER COME TO CLASS WITHOUT DOING 
YOUR READING!



Cell Phones: You may not use it in class. See the Student Handbook for clarification. I will take 
it and you will pick it up in the 4A and you will have detention. If I have to do this again, I will 
turn it over to the administration because then it is insubordination. I know that I won’t have any 
issues with the cell phones. We are much too busy reading and discussion great literature for us 
to be on our cell phones. 

Homework:
You can count on having homework most every night.  Homework may include reading 
assignments, writing assignments, or simply studying for a test or quiz.  You are encouraged to 
keep track of due dates using a daily planner or calendar.  Whatever the assignment is, make sure 
you are coming to class prepared!  Check your grades and check for assignments when you are 
absent. While, it is true, you get two days to make up what you missed, we did not press pause 
and wait for your return. Students who miss class, without keeping up on the missed work, find 
that their grades suffer. Check with a buddy or email me for assignments when you are absent. I 
am going to experiment with Remind alerts, but I will rely on you to use your social media 
addictions for a functional purpose and have a group yourselves. 

General policies: 

Late Work: I do not accept LATE WORK, I DO NOT ACCEPT LATE WORK, I DO NOT 
ACCEPT LATE WORK!!!! Do not rely on what was in the past, I DO NOT ACCEPT 
LATE WORK, so make it your priority. I can make exceptions and often do for extenuating 
circumstances, but do not make this a habit or your grade will suffer.  You are expected to turn in 
your assignments upon entry to the class. Please get your assignments turned in immediately. By 
the time I finish roll, all of your work should be turned in. If you are on campus any period of 
time, you must turn in your assignment or it will be considered late. Late is after an assignment 
has been called for and collected. If you are tardy and I have already collected the work, your 
work is tardy too. Remember, I do not accept late work for full credit. My advice: Always do 
your AP Literature Homework. THIS IS VITAL. 

Plagiarism/Cheating: Any assignment that is not your own work is plagiarism. Assignments 
found to be plagiarized will receive no credit. “Working together” resulting in the same or 
similar answers is not acceptable and considered cheating. When you are not thinking about what 
you are writing down, you are not learning. Copying someone else’s thoughts is not going to 
result in learning. We are striving to develop strong brains not strong hands. There are many 
online sources that can provide you with “the answers”; I am not interested in reading these 
responses. I will not give you credit for work that is not your original work. Please note: looking 



for assistance is okay, on occasion but you will find that the struggle that takes place in thinking 
about your answer is what builds a strong, thinking brain. It is this process that will lead you to 
greatness in this course and beyond. Students who complete to assignments with original thought 
and detail are prepared for the AP exam. Students who fail to put forth the effort required in an 
AP course are not going to gain the skills that the course was designed to provide. You must be 
“all in” for every assignment. 

Absences: It is your responsibility to get the work you miss during an absence. You are 
responsible for getting all missed assignments. Each student is allowed two days for make up 
work for each day that he/she is absent. Special circumstances may require special arrangements. 
Please notify me if any special circumstances arise. The late policy applies to the make-up work. 
No make-up work is given for unexcused absences. When a student misses a test, that test is to 
be taken upon the student’s arrival to school.

If a student does not make- up a missed test, no points will be given for the missed test. If you 
are tardy, and you don’t turn in your work on time, it is considered late, and will be graded 
accordingly. There is no make-up work for unexcused absences and or “tardies”. Please see 
North Pointe Student Handbook for clarification. When you are absent, check Schoolmaster, 
email me, and/or with a friend to get the assignment. 

Missed Assignments: (from the NP Student Handbook) “It is the responsibility of the student to 
complete any missing assignments or tests due to an excused absence as follows: 

Make-up work-- a student has two days for each absence to complete missing assignments 
Make-up privileges shall not exceed one week without written teacher approval Missed Test--
scheduled test will be administered on the day that the student returns to class.  Missed Quizzes: 
Pop or announced quizzes will be made up at the teachers’ discretion. All reading quizzes will be 
made up the day your return, no exceptions. 

PLEASE NOTE: If we have a quiz on a reading assignment, you will take the quiz. This is why 
it is important to look on Schoolmaster or contact a fellow student or me, so you know what the 
reading assignment was. If we are reading a novel or play, you can guess that I assigned the next 
chapter or two. I will give you reading assignment, unless you are physically unable to complete 
the reading assignment due to illness, a medical situation, etc. you must come to class with that 
read!!!!! Falling behind on reading is the #1 reason for failing grades in AP Literature. 



Absence Due to Activity: 

 Students who are scheduled to be absent from classes due to athletics, arts, or clubs will be 
required to turn in all homework due on that day prior to their departure. Additionally, these 
students must take all quizzes or tests that are due on that day or make arrangements with their 
teacher to take them on the next school day. It is also the responsibility of the student to acquire 
all assignments that will be given on that day and they are due the next class day. 

Tardy Policy: Consequences will be assigned for tardiness. If you are tardy you will be assigned 
detention either during tutoring or at lunch. If the tardiness continues, we will take further action 
until compliance is reached. ( see handbook for clarification) 

Credits from Other Institutions: “Once enrolled, North Pointe does not accept course credit 
from other high schools or online institutions. The only remedy for making up a failing course 
credit is North Pointe Credit Recovery. All Credit Recovery must be approved by administration. 

Credits: Students who fail a semester core course are required to attend Academic Friday School 
from 12:15 to 3:30 PM the following semester to make up credit. Students who fail to attend 
Academic Friday School are subject to disciplinary action. 

Graduation/Awards: (see NP student handbook)  Seniors who are not passing courses necessary 
for graduation by the end of the first school day in May will not participate in North Pointe’s 
Senior Awards Night or Graduation even if they are passing the classes on the last day of school. 

Classroom Expectations: 

All Point Schools Expectations for classroom behavior are to be adhered to at all times: See 
student handbook for clarification. 

· Be on Time

· Be Prepared

· Do Your Best Work



· Maintain an Environment for Learning

· Keep a Positive Attitude

· Take Responsibility

· Dress Appropriately

· Use Your Time Wisely

·

Here are a few of Ms. Richards’ Rules: I think this about covers it all…

·  Be gentle
·  Respect the Truth
·  Try to forgive
·  Learn to love
·  Laugh often

List of Materials: These items are not optional. You must have these items in order to complete 
assignments in this course. 

1. A large three-ringed binder. This needs to be 2-3 inches. It must be large enough to 
accommodate the course work for an entire year. It must be high quality, sturdy, and 
durable. It will break.  Yes, we fill it up. Ask someone who had me last year for AP.  

2. Dividers for the binder. You will need to have 8 dividers in binder. The labels will be: 
Boot Camp Review, Literary Terms/Devices, Prose, Poetry, Free-Response, Novels/Plays, 
Test Prep, and Misc. 

3. several blue/black ball point pens. You must use blue or black ink pen on the AP test. You 
will complete all essays in blue or black ink. I am not kidding!!!!

4. Post-it notes for marking important passages
5.  hi-lighters (2 or 3 colors are very helpful)
6. 1-2 compositions books or spiral notebooks ( 1 to begin with)
7. Note cards: These are mandatory for the Senior Research Project and many find them 

helpful for making student aids for literary terms, etc. 
8. The novels or plays that we are reading 

Classroom materials and books: Please note that many of the resources in the room are my 
personal property. I have gathered these materials so that we would have the most resources to 
enhance the learning environment. Please respect the materials and do not mistreat them. 



The instructor reserves the right to modify the syllabus and schedule as necessary to facilitate the 
objectives of the course. 

           “Smart is NOT something you ARE; Smart is something you DO!



Parents: I am pleased to have the opportunity to teach your child AP Literature and 
Composition.  I look forward to a fabulous year. I hope that you will feel free to email me with 
questions and concerns regarding the course. If I can be of assistance in anyway throughout the 
year, please email me.  Please look through the course expectations and sign and return this page 
to school. 

I have read and understand the expectations for AP Literature and Composition. I will do my best 
to help my child adhere to these expectations. 

Parent/guardian Name: ________________________________________________

Parent/guardian Signature______________________________________________

Parent/guardian Email Address_________________________________________



I understand the expectations for AP Literature and Composition. I will do my best to adhere to 
these expectations. 

Student Name: _______________________________________

Student Signature____________________________________


